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Slow tape access
If you look at the  you may see something like (at 10:30pm last
night)…

Muon g-2 is using 22 out of 36 tape drives (~60%) at that moment.

Muon g-2 using a lot of tape drives seems to be common.

Active volumes page
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https://www-stken.fnal.gov/cgi-bin/active_volumes.sh


Why is Muon g-2 using so many tape drives?

The Fermilab director has told the collaboration to complete the experiment and
analyses as soon as possible.

We are two years behind in our production.

When she asked us what we would do to fulfill her mandate, we replied that we would
double our production rate.

We are successful with a lot of help from SCD (now CSAI) (thanks!)
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What are we doing now?

We are currently running full production on our Run 4 data (taken in FY21) as fast as the
system will let us.

Run 4: Prestaging raw data from tape and writing processed files to tape

We are currently running pre-propduction on our Run 5 data (taken in FY22), but more
slowly.

Run 5: Prestaging raw data from tape (processed files go to tape, but we do the
analysis before they leave the cache)

We are completing our Runs 2/3 data analyses for publication

Re-prestaging some Run 3 data that we reprocessed earlier that fell off the cache

We still have Run 6 data to collect and process (FY23).
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We’ve gotten good at production!

We make very efficient use of POMS

We have production shifters to keep jobs going all the time

We do a rolling production strategy

A run is split into datasets (Run 4 has 22 datasets; Run 5 21 datasets)

While running jobs on a dataset, we are prestaging the raw data files for the next one

We effectively prestage all the time

We are careful about what we prestage (remember that killing a prestaging job does not
remove the requests from dCache)

Run 4 is 2.25 PB of raw data (1.1M raw data files) (~4  Run2, ~2  Run 3)

Run 5 is 3.4 PB of raw data (1.5M raw data files)

× ×
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Other experiments are not shut out
See  for data volume by IF VO for
the LTO8G2 library.

Here’s this weekend (as of 10:30pm Sunday night) 

https://lsvip.fnal.gov/monitor/goto/eZ6U-d4Vk?orgId=1
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https://lsvip.fnal.gov/monitor/goto/eZ6U-d4Vk?orgId=1


Other experiments are not shut out
See  for data volume by IF VO for
the LTO8G2 library.

Here’s the past month 

https://lsvip.fnal.gov/monitor/goto/eZ6U-d4Vk?orgId=1
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https://lsvip.fnal.gov/monitor/goto/eZ6U-d4Vk?orgId=1


Remember the limitations of the system

The Enstore queue is much smaller than the dCache queue

Only the Enstore queue groups files by tape volume (so they are read together)

Small Enstore queue leads to inefficient use of tapes, many re-mounts, and lots of
seeking

Hopefully this can be fixed by the new CTA system and we’ll use tape drives much more
efficently
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Poor tape drive efficiency
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Things we are doing now to help

We know your pain - we’ve been there (often)!

We expect to finish Run 4 full production by the end of October

Prestaging Run 4 raw will complete a week or two before then

We’re prohibiting analyzers from prestaging large datasets

We’re delaying prestaging of Run 4 analysis datasets

Though many Run 4 production files are likely still on disk
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Things we’re doing soon to help

Writing of our production files will soon move to the new library (TFF2)

Will help to alleviate the huge backlog of tape writes

Reduce pressure on the LTO8G2 library since writes compete with reads

CSAI will move our Run 5 raw data tapes to the old LTO8F1 library

LTO8F1 holds older data and is used much less than LTO8G2

Our Run 5 prestaging will no longer compete with your tape reads

We will institute a “real-time” pre-production strategy for Run 6

We will process Run 6 raw data for pre-production before files leave our write pool

No prestaging necessary for Run 6 pre-production

Prestaging will be necessary for full production, but we expect Run 6 to be a smaller
run
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